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ABSTRACT
Previous studies have shown that glottalization is not
necessarily perceived as lower pitch but that pitch
perception in glottalization can be influenced by the
different size of prosodic domains relevant in the native language of the listener. Speakers of intonation
languages were influenced by the preceding pitch
context when judging the pitch of longer creaky
voice stretches, while speakers of pitch-accent or
tone languages were not.
The current study investigates pitch perception
by German listeners in glottalized stretches of
speech whose duration varied along a 10-step continuum. We found that the duration of the glottalized
stretches affected the categorization of the stimuli,
and that the German listeners were not influenced
by the preceding pitch context, unlike in a previous
study on longer stretches of glottalization of constant duration. Possibly shorter stretches of glottalization are interpreted as segmental word-boundary
phenomena rather than as intonation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The acoustic characteristics of glottalization, especially of creaky voice, consist in irregular and low
frequency voicing, damping, lower amplitude and
higher first formant values compared to modal voice
[10, 11]. Because of its low frequency periods, glottalization has been most frequently associated with
low pitch, but this association is not straightforward.
In fact, glottalization can be associated with high
tones in tone languages [11, 12] as well as in intonation languages [20, 19, 6, 21].
Studies by [1] and [2] investigated the perception
of pitch in long stretches of utterance-final glottalization across different initial pitch contours by German, Swedish, English and Mandarin Chinese listeners. They found that listeners associated glottalization with final falling pitch in most cases, but in

a consistent minority of responses they associated
it with final level or rising pitch. They also found
that the initial pitch context influenced the German
and English listeners, who gave more fall responses
if initial pitch was rising, while it did not influence Swedish and Mandarin listeners’ responses.
The authors interpreted this to result from Swedish
and Mandarin speakers being more sensitive to local pitch variation, the former because of the pitch
accent contrast in Central Swedish [8, 9], the latter because of the lexical tones in Mandarin, while
German and English listeners were possibly making predictions from larger (i.e. intonational) pitch
domains. Moreover the Mandarin listeners in [2]
associated glottalization with rising pitch more frequently than the German, Swedish and English listeners in [1]. Mandarin listeners may have interpreted creaky voice as a falling-rising Tone 3, since
its pitch valley is frequently glottalized [5, 7] and
Tone 3 remains perceptible if its rising portion is
missing and even if it consists only of its rising portion [16]. Thus, it appears that language-specific
phonological structure can influence pitch perception in glottalization.
Glottalization has also been frequently associated
with prosodic boundaries in different languages. In
English, glottalizations have been found at utterance
ends [13, 21] and at prosodic boundaries [14, 20].
Glottalizations have also been found to characterize
turn-transitions in Finnish [17, 18]. In Czech and
in German glottalization of word-initial vowels is a
frequent word-boundary marker [15, 3].
Given that the different sizes of pitch domains
relevant in each language influence pitch perception in glottalization, the current study investigates
whether glottalized stretches of different durations
lead to different pitch interpretations, and if this is
influenced by the preceding pitch context. Specifically, we focus on whether German listeners, who
are accustomed to short stretches of glottalization as
a word-juncture marker, will interpret short glottalized stretches as word boundaries instead of as intonation.

2. PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT
We employ the same AXB forced choice paradigm
as in [1] and [2] to investigate whether a final syllable, with a duration of creaky voice varying along a
10-step continuum, is associated with falling, level
or falling-rising pitch by German listeners.
We formulate the following hypotheses: A) syllables with longer creaky voice portions will more
frequently be associated with falling pitch, syllables
with shorter creaky voice portions with level pitch,
and syllables with almost equal creaky and modal
voice portions with falling-rising pitch; B) German
listeners will tend to interpret word-initial glottalization as a segmental word-boundary phenomenon,
rather than an intonation phenomenon to be associated to falling pitch, and this will lead to a bias
towards level pitch responses; C) assuming that Hypothesis B is correct, listeners’ responses will also
be less influenced by initial pitch than in [1].
2.1. Methodology

2.1.1. Stimuli
The stimuli employed in the current study were
/da"daPa/ sequences, whose first two syllables were
identical to those in the /da"dada/ stimuli by [1];
more details on their creation can be found there.
In order to create the vowel for the final /Pa/ syllable, an /a/ starting with a creaky voice portion and
continuing with modal voice was produced by the
first author. The duration of the modal and of the
creaky portion of the vowel were then increased by
copy-editing single pitch-periods using Praat [4], resulting in a natural-sounding vowel of longer duration.
To simulate a glottal stop closure the /d/ closure
at the onset of the final syllable in the /da"dada/
sequence by [1] was replaced with silence. After
the silence, the final vowel in the sequence was replaced with a modal portion of 390 ms duration from
the /a/ vowel recorded for the current study, starting from the beginning of modal voice. Although
alveolar transitions were still present at the offset of
the previous vowel, the final syllable in the resulting /da"daPa/ sequence had no audible alveolar artifacts. All stimuli were created by manipulating this
base sequence.
Using a Praat script, nine pitch contours were created, beginning from a level pitch of 220Hz throughout the stimulus (see Fig. 1). Four pitch points were
set 1) at the onset of the initial consonant, 2) at the
onset of the second vowel, 3) at the onset and 4)
at the end of the third vowel. Three initial pitch

Figure 1: Schematic of the nine pitch contours.
The final fall-rise contour is dashed.
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contours, fall, mid and rise, were created by either
raising the second pitch point by 3 semitones (fall),
lowering it by 3 semitones (rise) or keeping it level
(mid). Three final pitch contours, fall, mid and fallrise, were created by either lowering the fourth pitch
point by 3 semitones (fall), keeping it level (mid) or
adding a fifth pitch point at equal distance between
the third and the fourth and lowering it by 3 semitones (fall-rise). These stimuli constituted the pitch
set.
For each initial pitch condition (fall, mid and rise)
a 10-step glottalization continuum was created. The
final mid pitch condition constituted the first continuum step. In order to create the further 9 steps,
a different 390 ms portion of the creaky-modal /a/
was spliced at the end of the stimuli for each step by
shifting its starting point to the left of 1/9th of the
final vowel duration. Therefore the final vowel included larger portions of creaky voice at each step,
being creaky throughout in step 10 (see Fig. 2).
2.1.2. Experiment procedure
The participants were 42 native speakers of German
who carried out the task at TU Dresden. They were
offered 5 Euro for their participation.
An AXB perceptual experiment was carried out
using Praat ExperimentMFC. The participants heard
sequences of three stimuli and had to indicate if the
middle stimulus was more similar to the first or the
third. There were 126 stimulus sequences; of these,
36 were control comparisons in which all three stimuli belonged to the pitch set. In the 90 test comparisons the first and third stimuli belonged to the pitch
set while the target stimulus was one of the continuum steps. Given the large number of stimuli due
to the continuum, it was not possible to present all
sequences both as AXB and BXA to each participant. For this reason two experiment versions with
opposite order were prepared by means of a Perl
script and alternated among the participants. All sequences were presented in random order by Praat.
Before the experiment the participants carried out
a practice session with five /ba"baPa/ control se-

Figure 2: Spectrogram of three /da"daPa/ sequences constituting step 1, 5 and 10 of the glottalization continuum.

quences. Breaks were inserted after every 32 items.
The participants took about 17-20 minutes to complete the task.
The responses to the control comparisons were
checked to see if participants could correctly identify pitch patterns since the control sequences always presented two identical stimuli and a different one. Twelve participants who had not reached
at least 90% correct responses in the control items
were excluded from further analysis. If a participant
had not reached the threshold, the same experiment
version was employed for the next participant in order to keep the experimental order balanced.
2.2. Results

Participant responses when they had to choose between fall vs. mid, fall vs. fall-rise, and mid vs. fallrise were analyzed in three separate subsets of 900
observations each by means of logistic regression
(see Fig. 3). No significant differences were found
between the three initial pitch conditions, therefore
the data presented in the following analysis were
modeled without initial pitch as a predictor.
For the case in which participants had to choose
between fall and mid responses, a logistic regression model was used to fit the percentage of fall responses with the percentage of creaky voice in the
target vowel as predictor. The number of fall responses significantly increased with larger creaky
voice stretches in the target vowel (p < 0.001). Step
10 of the continuum, in which the whole final vowel
was creaky, was associated to falling pitch in 54% of
the cases.
In order to analyze the subset of responses in
which participants had to associate the continuum
stimuli to a falling or a falling-rising pitch contour, a quadratic logistic regression model was employed. The linear and the quadratic coefficients

were both highly significant (p < 0.001) showing
that the choice of the quadratic model was appropriate. The number of fall-rise responses increases
in the first half of the continuum, where the target vowel has almost equal portions of creaky and
modal voice, and decreases in the second half of
the continuum, where the vowel becomes predominantly creaky. Step 10 of the continuum with the
fully creaky vowel was associated to final falling
pitch in 63% of the cases.
When the participants had to choose between a
mid and a fall-rise pitch contour, their responses
were also fitted by a quadratic logistic regression
model. Again the linear and the quadratic coefficients were both highly significant (p < 0.001). The
number of fall-rise responses increases gradually as
the creaky portion of the vowel increases in the continuum, reaching a maximum at step 9 and slightly
decreasing at step 10 (see Fig. 3).
3. DISCUSSION
The results of our study give support to the three hypotheses discussed in Section 2. As formulated in
hypothesis A, an increasing duration of the creaky
portion of the target vowel was associated with an
increasing number of fall responses when participants had to compare falling and level pitch contours. Stimuli with shorter creaky portions were
more frequently associated to level pitch in both the
fall vs. mid and the mid vs. fall-rise subsets. In the
fall vs. fall-rise subset most stimuli in the middle region of the continuum were associated to a fall-rise
contour. The fitted logistic regression lines indicate
a more gradient – rather than categorical – shift of
the perception of pitch in the glottalized stretches.
Hypothesis B is also confirmed, given the preference for mid responses by the German listeners.
When they had to choose between fall and mid they

Figure 3: Responses by German listeners when they had to choose between fall and mid, fall and fall-rise, and
mid and fall-rise pitch with fitted logistic regression lines, where the predictor is the percentage of creaky voice in
the target vowel varying along a 10-step continuum. Each circle represents 90 observations
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gave a majority of mid responses for steps 1 to 9, and
only 54% fall responses for the throughout creaky
vowel in step 10, while in [1] they associated a final creaky syllable – /da/, /la/ or /na/ – to falling
pitch in a larger number of cases, 69%. Possibly the
larger number of mid responses in the current study
was due to the interpretation of the glottalization as
a word-boundary marker rather than as intonation.
This would also explain why in this experiment, unlike in [1], initial pitch did not influence German listeners’ responses, thus confirming our hypothesis C.
The finding that there is a gradient shift between
perceiving glottalization as a word boundary cue
versus as a pitch cue is somewhat surprising, given
that these two types of signaling would not appear at
first glance to belong to the same prosodic system.
This result is a good example of the complex interaction between different prosodic features which contribute to meaning. Listeners must constantly be on
the lookout for possible information about many levels of linguistic structure simultaneously. Furthermore, speakers vary in the exact phonetic features of
their productions, requiring listeners to adapt rapidly
in order to stay on top of these multiple structures.
Thus the gradient shift between the word-boundary
interpretation and the intonation interpretation may
represent either a struggle or a reluctance on the part
of our listeners to commit to a single interpretation
of middle cases. This is likely to be the best strategy
for prosodic listening in conversation, since outside
of the experimental setting other cues will usually be
available to further guide or constrain possible interpretations.
We interpret our current results in light of two
well-known functions of glottalization in German.
However, as discussed in [3] not all languages use
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glottalization for the same purposes. German in particular is known to use glottalization very reliably
for word-boundary marking in the context of phonologically initial vowels [15]. Listeners from other
languages may find short stretches of glottalization
in such contexts merely disruptive, or they may be
more inclined to interpret even short glottal stretches
as low/falling pitch. We are currently conducting
further studies across a number of other languages
in order to determine the extent to which perception
of these features varies between them.
4. CONCLUSION
The current results shed light on different modes of
perception of glottalization which may be employed
at different times by listeners. The German listeners
in our study appeared to perceive glottalization as
a word-boundary cue when it was of relatively short
duration, but as contributing to pitch when it was of a
relatively longer duration. As we predicted, the possibility of using glottalization as a word-boundary
cue appeared to block the influence of preceding
pitch on the perception of glottalization, indicating
that although there is overlap between glottalization’s two functions, they remain separate. Future
research will shed light on how different functions
of glottalization may interact in other languages.
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